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**Vicki Haddix, MS, CCC-SLP**, is a Clinical Associate Professor at the University of Memphis. She teaches the graduate-level AAC course and supervises students in the university clinic. Haddix is also a principal investigator on the TennesseTalks grant, intended to build school districts’ capacity to support AAC across Tennessee. Previously, Haddix coordinated AAC and AT for Boston Public Schools. She has presented on AAC at ISAAC, ASHA, ATIA, and several Tennessee state conferences.
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**Kevin Williams (contributor),** is a Charlotte, North Carolina-based web developer who serves on the Executive Board for the International Society for Alternative and Augmentative Communication (ISAAC). Much of Willimas’ experience learning and developing passion for disability advocacy work began in his hometown of Cleveland, Ohio, and continued into his matriculation at Kent State University. Williams primarily uses an AAC device to convey his thoughts in a clear, precise manner while speaking to people. He is most passionate about web development and advancing the lives of individuals with disabilities through assistive technology, AAC, and even adapted sporting ventures like power soccer and water skiing. Ultimately, he desires to help people who use AAC (PWUAAC) maximize their leadership and social capacities. Williams leads this initiative for PWUAAC through ISAAC.
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